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Denmark 

 

 Take a canal tour of Copenhagen, Denmark, a city 

that is rich in classical architecture, canals lined with 
boats, bicycle-enthusiasts, and even houses a royal 

family. 
 

 See the Changing of the Guard at Amalienborg, the 

winter home of the Danish royal family, located in 
Copenhagen, Denmark. It consists of four identical 

classicizing palace façades with rococo interiors 
around an octagonal courtyard. 

 

 Go to the Church of Our Saviour (Vor Frelsers 

Kirke), a baroque church in Copenhagen, most 
famous for its corkscrew spire with an external winding staircase that can be climbed to 
the top, offering extensive views over central Copenhagen. 

 

 Go to the Ice Bar in Copenhagen. Everything--including the bar, tables, chairs, and 

glasses--is made of ice.  
 

 Visit Christiana, a semi-autonomous hippie community in Copenhagen (an example of 
alternative living). 

 

 Go to Tivoli Gardens, a famous amusement park and pleasure garden in Copenhagen, 
Denmark (it’s the second oldest amusement park in the world). 

 

 Visit Egeskov Castle, located in the south 

of the island of Funen (the third largest 
island in Denmark). It’s  Europe’s best 

preserved Renaissance water castle. 
 

 Go to Hans Christian Andersen's 
house/museum in Odense, Denmark 
(Odense is the main city on the island of 

Funen).  

 

 Have an open sandwich (Smorrebrod) in 
Denmark. This traditional lunch consists of 

a piece of buttered rye bread with different toppings, including cheese, smoked fish, 
sliced tomatoes, and so on. 

 

Norway 

 Explore the Fjords of Norway (a fjord is a long, narrow inlet with steep sides or cliffs, 

created in a valley carved by glacial activity). 
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http://copenhagenet.dk/CPH-Amalienborg.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBkP4trfqaY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dD1SsQUW7Z4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0n6zGTx_uQo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaWZWQcaKQ4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyUsAbexX-k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8r_5Mxh5qc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8r_5Mxh5qc
http://www.npr.org/2011/01/04/132627711/the-art-of-the-danish-open-face-sandwich
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6q0mjjlIKs
http://www.flickr.com/photos/jamesz_flickr/2440962462/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/jamesz_flickr/2440962462/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/trodel/3598412071/
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Malene

